Bali Stone Tiles at Ngurah Rai International Airport
After undergoing major renovations, Ngurah Rai International Airport received huge design
makeover. Bali natural stone tiles are one of the common features in the airport, which
boasts the combination between modern and traditional designs. The more common ceramic
and marble are still used, but there are several parts where natural stone tiles become
accents or even main floor features. Natural stones are very popular in Bali, and they are
great additions to any public place designs, including an international airport. There are
various perks natural stone tiles offer, and they are as sophisticated as marble or slates.
Natural Stone Tiles, Perfect for Public Place
Natural stones used to be main materials for temples, palaces, and walls, but they have
become popular in modern times. Many public places and establishments in Bali use natural
stone tiles, both as main design features and accents. Bali natural stone tiles come in
various types, from black lavastone to cobblestone and limestone. Many people love stone
tiles that still have textures, instead of super polished versions, such as in marbles and
ceramics. They look rustic and natural but still have elegance, which makes them perfect
even for modern, luxurious establishments. Natural stones also have unique shades that
blend perfectly with their surroundings.
Natural stones have unique visual because nature created them. They create "connection"
between modern humanmade landscapes and nature, especially in modern establishments
like hotels and airports. Bali natural stone tiles are used as accents or main floors at Ngurah
Rai Airport, blending nicely with the surrounding design. Natural stone tiles with higher
friction level are used in public areas where foot traffic is high because the textures reduce
the risk of accidents. Slate tiles, marbles, and lavastone are particularly strong, and not easy
to wear out. They also look expensive and elegant, perfect for attracting the eyes.
Natural stones are also combined with other tiles to create visual directions for visitors,
telling them that they have arrived in certain sections (reservation lines, coffee shops, exits,
etc.). Since public airports such as international airport are always packed, the durability of

natural stone will keep the tiles in good condition, even when people, wheeled suitcase, and
trolleys create an impact on a daily basis. Natural stones are also great to heat retainer,
preventing the floor from getting too hot under the sun. This quality makes stone tiles good
for outdoor pavements, pathways, or patios. With all these positive qualities, no wonder that
Bali natural stone tiles become great features to add to any public facilities, just like at
Ngurah Rai International Airport.

